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ANGUS Retail 30 50 100
29AN2064 IDENTIFIED $35 $32 $28 $25
29AN2072 ACE $35 $32 $28 $22
29AN2093 PATRIARCH $35 $32 $28 $22
29AN2099 FIREBALL $35 $32 $28 $25
29AN2144 TRUE NORTH $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2180 STOCK FUND $35 $32 $28 $25
29AN2204 NO SUBSTITUTE $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2218 DYNAMIC $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2221 COMSTOCK $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2249 REPUBLIC $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2253 DIGNITY $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2255 JAMESON $60 $50 $45 $40
29AN2256 TRUE GRIT $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2267 SURPASS $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2272 WHITEWATER $35 $32 $28 $25
629AN2064 IDENTIFIED  ♀ $60 $50 $45 $40
629AN2093 PATRIARCH  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2099 FIREBALL  ♀ $60 $50 $45 $40
629AN2144 TRUE NORTH  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2218 DYNAMIC  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2221 COMSTOCK  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
629AN2230 KING PIN  ♀ $80 $70 $65 $60
929AN2099 FIREBALL  ♂ $60 $50 $45 $40
929AN2218 DYNAMIC  ♂ $50 $45 $40 $35
929AN2221 COMSTOCK  ♂ $40 $36 $33 $30
RED ANGUS Retail 30 50 100

29AR0278 ENERGIZE $35 $32 $28 $25
29AR0280 PROPULSION $30 $25 $22 $20
29AR0282 DEFINITIVE $25 $22 $20 $18
29AR0284 PRIME PLUS $40 $36 $33 $30
29AR0287 PLAYMAKER $30 $25 $22 $20
29AR0289 EMPOWER $25 $22 $20 $18
29AR0291 STOCKYARD $30 $25 $22 $20
29AR0292 CONFIDENT $50 $46 $42 $40
629AR0262 NO WORRIES  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
629AR0276 FINISHED PRODUCT  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
929AR0280 PROPULSION  ♂ $40 $36 $33 $30

*Short supply bulls may be removed from the special 
early. Cannot be used in conjunction with regular volume 

discounts. **If payment for the Beef Deferred Program 
balance is not received by November 10, 2024, interest 

will be imposed on the unpaid balance from the due date of 
purchase at an APR of 15.00%. †Cash discount applies to 

29 stud code bulls only and payment by check or electronic 
check must be received within ten days of order shipping.

♀ Sexcel® Female  |   ♂ Sexcel® Male

SPRING 2024 SPECIAL
HEREFORD Retail 30 50 100

29HP0953 TRADEMARK $30 $25 $22 $20
29HP0954 BARRACUDA $25 $22 $20 $18
29HP0956 KINGDOM $30 $26 $24 $22
29HP0958 GENERATOR $50 $46 $42 $40
629HP0953 TRADEMARK  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
629HP0954 BARRACUDA  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
629HP0956 KINGDOM  ♀ $60 $50 $45 $40
SIMMENTAL Retail 30 50 100

29SM0472 BOULDER $25 $22 $18 $16
29SM0495 TJ GOLD $30 $26 $24 $22
29SM0496 COPPERHEAD $25 $22 $18 $16
29SM0501 231A $25 $22 $19 $16
29SM0503 HONOR $30 $26 $24 $22
29SM0507 COMMANDER $25 $22 $20 $18
29SM0509 WAR PAINT $30 $26 $24 $22
29SM0513 ARROWHEAD $30 $26 $24 $22
29SM0522 BEDROCK $30 $26 $24 $22
29SM0523 KLONDIKE $30 $26 $24 $22
629SM0472 BOULDER  ♀ $50 $46 $42 $40
629SM0507 COMMANDER  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
629SM0513 ARROWHEAD  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
929SM0507 COMMANDER  ♂ $40 $36 $33 $30
CHAROLAIS Retail 30 50 100

29CH0221 LEAD TIME $25 $22 $20 $18
29CH0233 JMAR JEFFERSON $35 $32 $28 $25
929CH0233 JMAR JEFFERSON  ♂ $50 $46 $42 $40
NUERA TERMINAL GENETICS Retail 30 50 100

29XB1057 NuEra T14  
PROFIT PREMIER Pack $25 $22 $20 $18

29XB1058 NuEra T14  
PROFIT PLUS Pack $22 $20 $18 $15

929XB0142 NuEra T14 
PK539-0142  ♂ $40 $36 $33 $30

929XB0199 NuEra T14 
H0126-0199  ♂ $35 $32 $28 $25

SPECIAL ENDS
JUNE 25, 2024

Have a later breeding season?  
Check out our PROVEN AND PROMISING SPECIAL  

available until June 25, 2024!

ANGUS Retail 30 50 100
29AN1949 CROSSBOW $22 $20 $18 $15
29AN2023 MAGNITUDE $25 $22 $19 $16
29AN2025 STELLAR $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2032 RAMESSES $25 $22 $19 $16
29AN2113 ACCOMPLISHMENT $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2207 SOUTHERN STRONG $25 $22 $19 $16
29AN2246 GUNNER $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2248 DOMINANCE $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2252 POLARIS $22 $20 $18 $15
29AN2258 ROWDEN $22 $20 $18 $15
29AN2261 REALITY $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2265 VISION $40 $36 $33 $30
29AN2273 CROSSFIRE $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2275 BLACK BANDOLIER $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2278 INSTITUTION $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2282 CONTENDER $30 $25 $22 $20
629AN2025 STELLAR  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2113 ACCOMPLISHMENT  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2207 SOUTHERN STRONG  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
929AN2032 RAMESSES  ♂ $40 $36 $33 $30
929AN2265 VISION  ♂ $60 $50 $45 $40
929AN2275 BLACK BANDOLIER  ♂ $50 $45 $40 $35

PROVEN AND  
PROMISING SPECIAL

Spring Forward With Our Best Deals!
The best deals bloom in the spring, which means it’s time to reveal our  

2024 BEEF SPRING SPECIAL! With another breeding season around  
the corner, make matings with intent with the best deals of the season. 

Mix and match bulls listed below to get volume pricing on industry-leading genetics. Combine 
with our exclusive Beef Deferred Program for 0% financing through November 10, 2024.**  

Ask about our 3% cash discount in lieu of free financing. † See below for details. 

Our Beef Spring Special is good from December 18 through March 25, 2024,  
or while supplies last. Spring forward and grab your phone to contact your  

ABS Representative to take advantage of the deals before they’re gone!


